


Plant fibers are often burned after harvest,
releasing GreenHouse Gases and furthering
climate change. Kifcure utilizes these materials
to make naturally colored compostables, avoiding
confusion with traditional plastics**

Low Cost, High Impact:
The Key to Sustainability

“Be part of the solution”

UPCYCLE
LIFESTYLE

Less CO2
More Compost

They say there’s nothing new under the sun, so reusing 

what we have is in tune with the universe, and that’s 

a rhythm we jam to. Products like hemp straws and 

utensils are our clever way of reducing the production 

of unnecessary plastics tied to eating on the go. Made 

from leftover plant matter and moisture-resistant 

boibased coatings, its journey from seed to shelf is one 

worth repeating, over and over and over...

#1 Most Common Question: Why is using plant-based compostables important?
Answer: Because kicking the can for the next generation doesn’t even make cents $$(or sense, for that matter). 
#2 Most Common Question: Is Hemp = Marijuana?
Answer: NO. Hemp is the fibrous, nonpsychoactive sibling plant that is commonly used for rope, clothing, etc.



Kifcure is a Domestic Leader in Single use
Hemp Pulp and Biopolymer Supplies
Soil/Home compostable options, 
100% bio-based
Ability to deliver custom options to 
meet any demand

Hemp Utensils

Hemp StrawS

Kifcure Hemp Products

RESTAURANT TO-GO

UNIQUE PLANT FIBER-MADE ALTERNATIVES

Hemp Straws



Kifcure is a Domestic Leader in Single use
Hemp Pulp and Biopolymer Supplies
Soil/Home compostable optioons, 
100% bio-based
Ability to deliver custom options to 
meet any demand

Hemp Containers

Hemp Cups, Bowls, Plates

Kifcure Hemp Products

RESTAURANT SUPPLIES
PLATES, BOWLS, AND MORE

UNIQUE HEMP & PLANT FIBER-MADE ALTERNATIVES



HEMP CONTAINERS
FOR TAKE OUT

855-KIFCURE

Kifcure.com

Sales@Kifcure.com

Molded Fiber Product List (Cups, Bowls, Plates, Containers...)*

Hemp & Bagasse Pulp: The Wave of the Future

Contact Kifcure today!



Order Dimensions

5” BAR STRAWS (4MM) 

10” BOBA STRAWS (12MM) 

Tier 1: Retail Packaging

Tier 2: Restaurant Supply (B2B)
7.75” STANDARD STRAW (6MM)

Contact Kifcure today!

Paper straws are for the birds (at the very least, since we are cutting down trees to make them...) and around 
here, we #ThinkDifferent. Hemp straws are the best option on the market: Ultra-sustainable, CO2 consuming 
stalks of hemp make for the lowest cost compostable straws that allow you to enjoy your drink while actively 

healing the environment.

855-KIFCURE  |  SALES@KIFCURE.COM 



HEMP UTENCILS

THE BEST HOME COMPOSTABLE OPTION 

ORDER SHEET

Tier 1: Retail Packaging

Tier 2: Bulk / Distro Supply

CERTIFIED OK HOME COMPOST, HEAT RESISTANT

BULK, UNWRAPPED
THE BEST HOME COMPOSTABLE OPTION

3-PACK & 2-PACK TAKEOUT COMBO KITS (F+S+K, WETNAP/NAPKIN)

INDIVIDUAL WRAPPED

Contact Kifcure today!

Customize your order today! Contact us for custom 
embossed or white label packaging and more.

Sometimes using a single-use utensil is unavoidable... so go sustainable and transform your brand with the best plant-based 
option on the market -- hemp utencils. Domestically grown and manufactured hemp stalks are pressed into heat resistant 
utencils that don’t require special facilites to safely biodegrade. Designed to handle a snack or a steakhouse, these low-cost 

plastic alternatives will have your customers thanking you for being an environmental advocate in your community.

855-KIFCURE  |  SALES@KIFCURE.COM 



HEMP BAGS
FROM 100% PURE HEMP MACHINE-MADE PAPER

855-KIFCURE

Kifcure.com

Sales@Kifcure.com

PRODUCT FEATURES
RENEWABLE
One acre of Hemp can produce as much paper as 4-10 
acres of trees over a 20-year cycle, and hemp doesn’t need 
pesticides or herbicides.

HIGHER CELLULOSE CONTENT
Trees are made up of only 30% cellulose, requiring the use 
of toxic chemicals to remove the other 70%. Hemp, on the 
other hand, can have up to 85% cellulose content.

LOWER LIGNIN CONTENT
Hemp has lower lignin content than wood. Hemp contains 
5-24% lignin whereas wood has 20-35%. This is advanta-
geous as lignin must be removed from the pulp before it 
can be processed as paper.

DURABLE
Hemp paper is more durable than trees and does not yel-
low, crack, or deteriorate like tree paper. It is also one of the 
strongest natural fibers in the world, one of the reasons for 
its longevity and durability.

NON-TOXIC WHITENING
Hemp paper does not require the use of toxic 

bleaching or as many chemicals as wood pulp be-

cause it can be whitened with hydrogen peroxide 

which is consumed in the process.

RECYCLABLE
Hemp paper can be recycled up to 8 times, com-

pared to just 3 times for paper made from wood 

pulp. It is also compostable and biodegradable.

MORE STRETCH
100% machine made hemp paper produced by Cot-

trell has more stretch built into it in both directions 

allowing it to be folded without the risk of cracking. 

This special process also greatly increases the ability 

of the paper to absorb energy without breaking 

when stressed.

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

100% Hemp Paper Bags

Paper Weight: 40 lb

Size:  (3” x 5” x 10”) 
 
Unprinted or Printed

Printing: 1- 4 colors | 1 or 2 sides

Quantities Available:
1000 | 5000 | 10000 | 25000 | 100000

Contact Kifcure today!



Bringing Kifcure Hemp Products into your business lets your 
customers, friends, and family know that you are committed 
to being a force for good. “The Best Time to Plant a Tree is 
20 years ago. The Second Best Time is Now.”

THE MISSION: 
BREAK FREE FROM PLASTIC

CONSIDER THE SOURCE

855-KIFCURE  |  SALES@KIFCURE.COM Contact Kifcure today!


